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Abstract

The dielectrophoretic manipulation of a rod-shaped virus, tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) by
means of non-uniform AC electric fields is described. An expression is derived for the dielectrophoretic force on a homogeneous dielectric cylinder suspended in a liquid medium which
shows that the dielectrophoretic force varies over a wide range of frequencies and medium
conductivities. Measurements of the dielectrophoretic behaviour of TMV particles in microelectrode arrays have been made as a function of frequency and applied field strength. The
results are shown to be in quantitative agreement with the derived expression for the dielectrophoretic force. By measuring the threshold field strength for the onset of dielectrophoresis,
the force on a single TMV particle has been estimated. The results point to the potential use of
dielectrophoresis for the collection and manipulation of sub-micron particles using microelectrode arrays. ~) 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
Kevwords: Dielectrophoresis; Viral particles; Tobacco mosaic virus; Micro-electrodes; Sub-

micron particle collection

1. Introduction
The manipulation and identification of sub-cellular components is becoming increasingly important in modern biotechnology. For example, current diagnostic
techniques rely on analysing material from many millions of cells, but modern gene
probing can, in principle, be performed on the D N A from a single cell. Also, the
precise manipulation of genetic material into and out of single cells is not possible
using conventional techniques. Therefore, new methods for the non-destructive characterisation, separation and fractionation of sub-cellular bioparticles, such as chromosomes, plasmids, viruses and macromolecules must be developed.
The manipulation of cells and microorganisms using non-uniform AC electric fields
has shown great promise in recent years. First investigated by Pohl as long ago as
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1951 [1, 2], the technology has developed rapidly over the last decade, primarily due
to the development of new methods for producing miniaturised electrodes [3].
Dielectrophoresis is defined as the motion of polarisable particles in non-uniform,
alternating electric fields. In general, a biological particle will polarise under the
influence of an electric field and experience a translational force. The force can direct
particles either towards regions of high electric field strength (positive DEP) or low
electric field strength (negative DEP) depending on the relative differences between
the polarisability of the particle and the medium [4-6]. The magnitude of the
dielectrophoretic force depends on the dielectric properties of the particle and as
a consequence DEP has been used to identify and separate particles, such as cells,
which are apparently identical except for subtle differences in age or composition [7].
The dielectrophoretic force scales with the volume of the particle and it had been
assumed until recently that the movement of particles smaller than 1 l,tm in diameter
was impossible because of the effects of Brownian motion. For a moderate field
strength (around 104 V/m) it has been shown [8] that, as the particle size is reduced,
the effect of thermal forces increases correspondingly. This implies that for particles of
less than 1 gm in diameter, the dielectrophoretic force would be too low to induce
deterministic movement. However, this simple argument does not take into account
the extremely high electric fields that can be generated using micro- and nanofabricated electrode structures. Using such electrode structures, the dielectrophoretic
trapping and manipulation of viruses, macromolecules and sub-micron latex particles
has now been unequivocally demonstrated [9-14]. In this paper we show that it is
possible to dielectrophoretically manipulate a rod-shaped virus, specifically tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV) using nano-fabricated electrode arrays. Virions can be induced to
move towards or away from regions of high electric field strength demonstrating both
positive and negative DEP. An expression for the dielectrophoretic force on a dielectric cylinder is derived and it is shown that experimental results for the frequencydependent behaviour and magnitude of the DEP force are in qualitative agreement
with this theory.

2. Theory
2.1. Calculation of dielectrophoretic force
The dielectrophoretic force F(t) on a particle is given by the following general
expression:

F(t) = (rfi(t). V)E(t)

(1)

where rfi(t) is the induced dipole moment of the particle, E(t) the electric field and I7 is
the del vector operator. For a particle of volume v, this equation can also be written in
terms of the effective polarisability u as
l)u

F(t) = vu(E(t). V)E(t) = ~ 17E(t) 2

(2)
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F o r a h o m o g e n e o u s uncharged sphere, the effective polarisability is given by the
following well-known equation:
u = ~:mIt f(e,*, ~'*) ~ ,

(3)

where
,~

,*

\~p + 2~:m/
the Clausius Mossotti [-15-17] factor, ~:'*~mand ep* are the complex permittivities of the
m e d i u m and the particle of radius a, respectively. A general complex permittivity is
given by r.* = r, - j ( a / ( o ) where e is the real permittivity, a the conductivity, j = ,v//- 1
and ~o the angular frequency.
C o m b i n i n g Eqs. (2) and (3) gives the well-known expression for the dielectrophoretic force on a sphere:
+

W(t)

(4)

'

where Re { } indicates the real part of the expression in brackets. F o r an ellipsoid, the
dipole m o m e n t is also a function of the axes of the ellipsoid. F o r an ellipsoid as shown
in Fig. l, the induced dipole m o m e n t m , ( t ) and complex polarisability u~ of a solid
h o m o g e n e o u s dielectric ellipsoid, where ~ is one of the coordinate axes, has been
derived [18, 19]:
m,(t) = (4rtabc/3)~mZ,(t)Eo,
U7 =

(5)

~ = x, y,z,

t;mZzc(t), ~ = X, y, Z,

(6)

where
z~(t) =

~p -- em
.,
(e~ -- e*m)A, + e m

(7)

~ = x, y,z

Dx

Fig. 1. Diagram of a prolate ellipsoid with complex permittivity, ~p
"* suspended in a medium of complex
permittivity e*.
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and ep* is the complex dielectric constant of the solid body and e* is the complex
dielectric constant of the suspending medium. A, is the depolarising factor along ~ and
is given by

I~
ds
As = ~1 abc jo
(s + i2) R '

ix = a, iy = b, iz = c,

(8)

where

R = ~/(s + a 2) + (s + b 2) + (s + c2).

(9)

Taking a prolate spheroid with a > b = c, and assuming that the applied field, Eo is
parallel to the major axis a and that both are orientated along the x-axis, then the
integral of Eq. (8) is given by the following expression [18]:

d,
(s+b2)~s+a2) a/z-

2e-ln

1-e

'

,,o,

where the eccentricity is e = x/1 -(b2/aZ). For a >> b then e ~ 1, i.e. as the spheroid
degenerates into a long, needle-shaped cavity, the depolarising factor Ax approaches
zero. Thus, at any point inside the cavity the internal field Ein = Eo.
For the case of a rod aligned with the field, putting Ax ~ 0 in Eqs. (5) and (6) gives
*

$

u(t) =em -~p -- e m

(11)

The volume of an ellipsoid is v = 4 nabc and substituting this and Eq. (11) into Eq. (2)
gives the dielectrophoretic force on a rod whose major axis is parallel to the electric
field as

F(t)

=

27rabc
3

~e* Z e* ~ I7Ez"

e~Re[

a,

)

(12)

The derivation of the force on multi-shelled particles simply involves replacing ep* with
the relevant complex permittivity for each shell [19].
An ellipsoid initially at random orientation to a static electric field will experience
a torque tending to align one of the three axes with the field. The ellipsoid will align so
that all components of torque are zero, constituting three directions of equilibrium
[18]. The stability of the ellipsoid in any one of three orientations depends on the
relative magnitudes of the depolarising factors and on the relative magnitudes of a, b,
and c, the ellipsoid axes. Miller and Jones [20] have shown that the orientation of
ellipsoidal cells can be controlled by the conductivity of the medium and the frequency
of the applied field. The ellipse can orient with the major axis parallel or perpendicular
to the applied field and given values of the depolarisation factors, A~ for each axis, it
was shown that experimental observations were in accord with theory. The sign of the
torque on the three axes of TMV was calculated as outlined by Miller and Jones [20].
The virus was modelled as a prolate ellipsoid with the ratios of major to minor axes,
a/b = 15.5, and the depolarisation factors calculated from Eq. (10) giving Ax = 0.0102
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and A r = A~ = ½(1 - Ax) = 0.4949. It was found that, for conductivities greater than
0.1 Sin- 1 and for all frequencies, the sign of the torque was always to orient the major
axis (x-axis) parallel to the applied field. All other orientations (y and z parallel to the
field) were unstable positions with the absolute value of torque = 0. Small perturbations around these points caused realignment of the particle with the long axis parallel
to the field. For the particular case of the T M V it was also found that reorientation of
the particle could occur in a narrow frequency window (5-50 MHz) for conductivities
less than 0.1 S m - 1 . Thus, for our range of experimental conditions we can assume
that the major axis will always align with the field, so that Eq. (12) will be valid for the
general case of the dielectrophoretic behaviour of a long rod.

2.2. Calculations
The relative dielectrophoretic force on a long cylindrical rod with the dimensions of
a tobacco mosaic virus was calculated as a function of applied frequency and medium
conductivity. T M V is a cylindrical unenveloped virus, 280 nm long and 18 nm in
diameter consisting of a protein shell surrounding a core of RNA [21]. To model its
dielectric behaviour it was considered to be a homogeneous dielectric rod with single
value of permittivity and conductivity. For the simulations a value of 60 was assigned
to the particle's permittivity and 0.1 S m - l to the conductivity. This high value of
particle conductivity is due to the combined effects of bulk conductivity and surface
conductance effects. Both these permittivity and conductivity values are in approximate agreement with our own dielectric measurements on T M V (unpublished data) and
with dielectric measurements of alfalfa virus [22].
The results of the simulations are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b). These plots show how
the factor Re {(~* - e*)/e*} varies with conductivity of the suspending medium and
frequency of applied field. Fig. 2(b) is an enlargement of the central section of Fig. 2(a)
and illustrates how the force rapidly diminishes with increasing frequency. At high
frequencies (oc,/cr >> 1 and

)

\

':*m )

Conversely, for low frequencies co~/(r < 1 and "((kip
~ '* -- ,~m)/Smj
,* * t ~ {(O'p -- O'm)/O'm} which,
approximates to ~ ap/am for low medium conductivities. For our calculations assuming Ax--* 0, then at low frequencies and in a low conductivity medium Gp/~rm may
reach 10 * within our experimental conditions. In practice, a/b = 15.5 for TMV, giving
Ax = 0.0102 so that
Z.,~(t) =

ep -

~,,,

(e* -- e,*)0.0102 + e*
and in the low frequency and conductivity limit Zx(t) ~ 1/0.0102 ~ 100. By contrast
the polarisation factor for a sphere (Clausius Mossotti factor) is bounded by the limits
1 > f ( / 3 p , era) > - - 1 indicating that the force on a rod may be many times greater than
that on a sphere of equivalent dimensions.
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Fig. 2, Three-dimensional plot showing how the factor Re{(e* ~m)/~
* *~ (polarisation factor, with
depolarisation factor A~ ~ 0) varies with the conductivity of the suspending medium and frequency of
applied field for a particle with Sp = 60, ap = 0.1 S m - 1. (b) Enlargement of the central section of (a).
-

Fig. 3 shows how the relative polarisation factor Re {(g* - / 3 m ) / e m } varies with the
conductivity of the medium over the range 1 0 - 3 101 S m - 1, at a constant frequency of
100 kHz. It can be seen that the force on the particle is close to zero at high
conductivities but increases rapidly for conductivities below 10-ZS m-1. The crossover frequency from positive D E P to negative D E P is the frequency at which
Re {(~* - ~m)/~m} ~---0 and the net force is zero. Fig. 4 shows how this frequency varies
with medium conductivity over the range from 10-3 to 1 Sin-1 for a rod-shaped
particle with ep = 60, ap = 0.1 S m - 1. The trend shows a linear increase in crossover
frequency then an abrupt change at just below 10-1 S m - 1, where at this conductivity
the dielectrophoretic response of the virus is wholly negative.
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Fig. 3. A plot of the polarisation factor R e { ( s * - e,m)/¢m} as a function of medium conductivity at
a constant frequency of 100 kHz. The plot was calculated with the following parameters for the particle
gp 60, O-p 0.1 S m -1.
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Fig. 4. Variation in the crossover frequency (frequency at which Re {(e* - e,*)/e* } = 0 and the net force is
zero) as a function of medium conductivity over the range 10-3 to 1 S m - l . The plot asymptotes to a value
of conductivity of just below 10 1 S m 1. For higher conductivities the D E P response of the virus is
completely negative for all frequencies.
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3. Experimental
3.1. Electrode fabrication
Electrodes were manufactured on glass microscope slides using standard photoand electron-beam lithographic techniques [31. Electrodes, consisting of layers of
10 nm titanium, 10 nm palladium and I00 nm gold, with minimum feature sizes in the
range 0.5-5 jJm were fabricated. Sawtooth-shaped electrodes were used for trapping of
TMV and Fig. 5 shows a scanning electron microscope photograph of a typical
electrode array. This electrode was manufactured with 4 lam gaps using direct-write
electron beam lithography to give a well-defined and consequently precise field

Fig. 5. A scanning electron microscope image of the sawtooth electrode array used for dielectrophoretic
trapping of TMV. A typical electrode array covers an area of several m m 2.
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geometry and high field gradients. Typical electrode arrays covered an area of
10 x 10 mm and were located in the central part of a microscope slide. The virus
suspension (10 p]) was pipetted onto the array and covered with a glass cover slip.
Movement of particles was observed using a fluorescence microscope (Nikon Microphot). Images were recorded using a video camera and S-VHS recorder, before
digitising with a PC. The electric field was generated using a Direct Digital Synthesis
frequency generator under computer control giving 10 V peak-to-peak at frequencies
up to 20 MHz.
3, 2. Preparation o f virus

The preparation and fluorescent labelling of the virus has been described in detail
elsewhere [23]. Labelled virus was concentrated by ultracentrifugation for 1 h at
2000009 and re-suspended in potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2. For the D E P
experiments, a range of solution conductivities were used, obtained by varying the
concentration of potassium phosphate in the buffer over the range 0.1-100 raM.

4. Results
Trapping of TMV was achieved using the sawtooth electrode array of Fig. 5. This
type of array generates an extremely high electric field gradient at the tips of the teeth
approaching 1021 V2/m 3. A black and white photograph of the array after trapping
TMV particles is shown in Fig. 6. The frequency used to obtain this image was
100 kHz and the applied voltage was 4 V peak to peak (corresponding to an average
field strength of 1 x 106 V/m). It was not possible to observe single virions, only a faint
haze which continually increased in brightness as more virions become trapped.
Occasional large clumps of virus were observed at the electrodes. Positive DEP of
TMV was observed over the frequency range 1 kHz to 1.5 MHz for medium conductivities in the range 170 ~tS/cm to 14 mS/'cm. Above 1.5 MHz the virus did not collect
at the electrode tips. At frequencies above approximately 20 MHz and over all
conductivities examined the TMV repelled from the electrodes under the action of
negative DEP. The observation of the negative D E P was made easier by using
positive D E P to collect particles at the electrode edges before switching frequency to
the negative D E P region.
The crossover frequency was measured and this data plotted against medium
conductivity. The results are shown in Fig. 7 (experimental points). Also shown in this
figure is the best fit to these experimental points, obtained by modelling the particle
as a rod with a relative permittivity, e.v = 55 +_ 2 and conductivity, ap = 0.085 _+
0.002 S m - 1, values which are close to the parameters used in the simulations.
Figs. 2 and 3 predict that at a frequency of 100 kHz, the force on the virions should
vary with conductivity by approximately 102 . With our current experimental system it
is difficult to measure the absolute force on the virion which would allow us to test this
prediction. Therefore, the threshold field strength E { required to initiate observable
D E P was measured as a function of medium conductivity. Movement of a single viral
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Fig. 6. A black and white fluorescence photograph of the sawtooth electrode array l rain after application
a voltage of 4 V peak to peak at 100 kHz. The trapping of TMV particles corresponds to the white haze at
the tips of electrodes as shown in the picture.

particle could not be observed, but the collection of viruses was so fast (a white haze of
light surrounding the electrode tips appeared in less than 1 s) that it was possible to
obtain a qualitative value for the threshold field. Over a conductivity range of
2 x 10 -3 to 2 x 10 - 1 S m 1 the threshold field strength measured at a frequency of
100 k H z increased from 2.5 x 105 to 2 x 106 V m - 1 , as predicted from Eq. (12).
At a conductivity of 1 0 - 2 S i n -x and above, no D E P was observed (although
convective effects were observed at these high conductivities), confirming the theoretical prediction that the polarisation factor Re{(e* - •m)/gmj
'* * t is too small for any
noticeable D E P at higher conductivities for the indicated field strength.

5. Discussion
Experiments determining the orientation of T M V by low-frequency AC fields were
performed as long ago as 1939 [24,25]. However, these results were governed by
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Fig. 7. Experimentally determined values of crossover frequency for the T M V plotted as a function of
medium conductivity. Also shown in this figure is the best fit to the data, calculated by assigning a relative
permittivity of 55 + 2 and a conductivity of 0.085 + 0.002 S m - 1 to the particle.

electrophoretic, rather than dielectrophoretic effects. Our work demonstrates that
dielectrophoretic trapping of small particles can be easily achieved under the appropriate conditions, consistent with earlier observations of the trapping of enveloped
viruses and latex beads [1(~14]. However, the frequency-dependent nature of the
force on a nano-scale particle has not been studied in detail previously. Our results
clearly indicate that the dielectrophoretic properties of the virus are frequency dependent and, for the rod-shaped TMV, are governed by the variation in polarisation
factor of Eq. (12). The observed transition from positive D E P to negative D E P (crossover frequency) plotted in Fig. 4 agrees remarkably well with the curve predicted from
Eq. (12) with measured crossover frequencies spanning the range 5-20 MHz and
varying with medium conductivity. TMV is an unenveloped virus, therefore a singlevalue of conductivity and permittivity was assigned to the virion, as outlined in
Section 2.2. The values of e,p = 55 and ap = 0.085 S m - 1 produce excellent fits to the
experimental data as shown in Fig. 7.
The absolute force on the TMV can be calculated from Eq. (12) given a knowledge
of the electric field gradient, I7E 2. At the threshold field strength the D E P force
becomes large enough to produce an observable motion of the virions. At a frequency
of 100 kHz and medium conductivity of 2 x 1 0 - 3 S m-1 the threshold field strength,
E, = 2.5 x 105V m-x. The field gradient varies across the electrodes in a non-uniform
manner and for the sawtooth electrodes the field gradient was calculated (using
finite-element methods) as a function of distance between the tips for an applied
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voltage of 2 V and a tip separation of 4 jam. This data is shown in Fig. 8. The field
gradient varies from a value of I7E 2 = 10 ~' V 2 m 3 in the centre (between the tips) to
17E 2 = 1021 V 2 m - 3 at the tips. The initial movement of virus by D E P is seen to occur
at a point approximately ¼ of the way across the gap, i.e. 1 lain from the edges of the
tips, and from the graph of Fig. 8 this point corresponds to an average value of
I7E 2 = 1 0 1 7 V 2 m - 3

The threshold field data can be analysed by plotting VE 2, for each conductivity
against the reciprocal of Re [(~* - Cm)/em)~
* '* and this is shown in Fig. 9.1 The crosses
correspond to the experimental points and the line is a linear regression to the data. In
constructing this plot the value of the field gradient at each value of threshold field
was calculated from Fig. 8 at a point 1 ~.tmfrom the tips of the electrodes. The gradient
of the plot is given by (F,(3/2rcabcem)) where F, is the threshold dielectrophoretic

1At 100kHz it is predicted from theory [20] that the TMV will always orient with the field for all
conductivities.
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crosses and the straight line is a lcast- squares lit to the data.

force. The physical dimensions of the T M V particle are 9 x 9 x 140 nm and thus the
minimum dielectrophoretic force which a single virion must experience in order to
initiate movement can be estimated from the gradient to be F~ = 5.8 x 10 ~' N.
The high value of conductivity deduced for the T M V particle is likely to arise from
the movement of eounterions along the surface in addition to the movement of charge
within the protein/'RNA structure. These counterions may be located at the particle/medium interface (the so-called bound cornponent of the double layert or in the
diffuse layer. If the volume of the TM V was adjusted to include the diffuse component
of the double layer (equal to the I)ebye lepgth), then at the lowest conductixit~
measured(10 S S m - 1 ) this would increase the volume of the particle b y a facu,r of
approximately 30 and the force by an equivalent a m o u n t . Even allo,ving for this
correction the estimated force is much lower than expected from simple diFfusinn
arguments rl].
it is clear from Fig. 8 that the field gradient can greatly exceed the threshold valuc
required to initiate D E P and also the value of the polarisability factor for TMV can
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reach 100 at low frequencies, indicating that positive dielectrophoretic collection of
nano-scale particle should be possible over a wide range of conductivities, frequencies
and particle size.
At higher frequencies {(e* -/;m)//~rn} --~ {(ep -- g,rn)/Em} and negative DEP dominates. Whilst negative DEP was observed, the particles being distinctly repelled from
the electrode tips, the value of Re{(e* - em)/~m} ~ --¼ is tOO small to give rise to
a sufficiently large force to overcome Brownian motion and produce trapping of the
particles in the low field regions of the electrode array (between the tips), since the low
field region of the sawtooth electrodes have low values of electric field gradient.
Polynomial electrodes have well-defined regions of low field gradients producing
negative DEP funnels or traps [26,27], but we were unable to produce observable
trapping of TMV under negative DEP in these electrode either, primarily owing to the
low value of Re {(e* /;m)/em} at high frequencies.
-

6. Conclusion
This work has demonstrated that it is possible to manipulate TMV using nonuniform AC electric fields. The magnitude and direction of force on the particle has
been derived and the experimental results are in accord with our theoretical predictions. The force is highly sensitive to frequency and medium conductivity and by
implication a range of particles exhibiting different dielectric properties will experience different forces. At low frequencies the relative magnitude of the force on the
TMV is dominated by the conductivity of the particle which in turn is dictated by the
charge both in and on the surface of the virion. Thus, it is to be expected that a virion
lacking in RNA might possess a different particle conductivity from normal TMV and
thus experience a markedly different DEP force. Fractionation of nano-scale bioparticles according to the dielectrophoretic force may lead to potentially more sophisticated and sensitive separation technologies.
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